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Becoming an Anti-racist Today

"To be antiracist is to think nothing is behaviorally wrong or right—inferior or superior—with any
of the racial groups. Whenever the antiracist sees individuals behaving positively or negatively,
the antiracist sees exactly that: individuals behaving positively or negatively, not representatives
of whole races. To be antiracist is to deracialize behavior, to remove the tattooed stereotype.
from every racialized body. Behavior is something humans do, not races do."
-Ibram X. Kend, author of How to Be an Antiracist

Interrupting Biases
So, how do you interrupt biases you might not know you have, and in some cases, are
adamantly opposed to? Here are five ways to begin:

Be proactive. You're already taking the first step by reading this guide. That's a great start!
? | Take it a step further and educate yourself by reading guides about racism or fiction

written by people who have a different racial identity than you. Nonfiction creates
awarenessofhidden biases, and fiction creates empathy for others.

2| Contribute. Financially and verbally support pro-POC movements and POC-owned
businesses.

3 | Reach out. Ask for honest and direct feedback from colleagues about your speech and
behavior. You might need someone else to shine a light on areas where you're in the dark

+ | Be open. When someone gives you feedback, try not to take it personallyif what theyve
said is upsetting. Just listen and allow yourselfa few days to ponder whether there might
be some truth behind their comments.

5 | Speak up. Stand up for others who are being discriminated against in both covert ways
(not getting an invitation to lunch, not being included in a meeting with peers, having to do
twice the work for half the credit, etc.) and overt ways (bearing the brunt of blame, being
talked over in a meeting, etc).

Pro Inclusion Tip
Listen to the experiencesofothers, especially those with marginalized identities (those
groups treated as insignificant or peripheral) who often don't have an equal say in decision
‘making. Give them the floor in meetings or on calls, even if it means silencing yourselfto
do so. You learn more when you listen than when you speak anyway, so it's a win-win.



Working Toward Inclusivity & Belonging
After youve confronted your own biases and are helping put a stop to discrimination, work
diligently to build a workplace that is inclusive, where all employees belong.

Make someofthese practical changes that can help make work life more inclusive:

Reconsider who is capableof doing important jobs, and look outside ofyour
small team of champions. Chances are good someone who is not on your usual
list can excel at the job, saysJoyce Norcini, former general counsel for Nokia
Siemens Networks.

When you see instances of majority-group members taking or being given credit
for ideas that people of color originally offered, speak up and give the idea
originators their due.

Some people are brought up to be modest or quiet, which can lead them to hold
back their opinions. Counter this by actively seeking outtheir thoughts. “Jackie,
you're experienced here. Whats your take on this?"

People with the best intentions are often unwittingly causing harm with their
language, especially during tumultuous times like we're living in today. This
guide, adapted from Adunola Adeshola, Forbes contributor and executive coach,
offers some insight.



What Not To Say to Your
Black Colleagues Right

Now

. . “I'm having conversations about racism with
1m scared to say the wrong thing to you. my non-Black family and friends, even though

rm afraid.”Ths asks your Black colleague to either console
you or help you figure out what to say, which This shows Black colleagues that you're being
isn't fair courageous enough to take a stand.

INO gsgS “I'm taking these steps to become a better ally."
“I'm shutting down racist comments on my team.”

This shows that you mean well, but meaning “¥'m supporting the fight against racism by calling
well isn't enough. Adeshola says, “This is the my representatives, backing Black businesses,
time to do wel” and/orXvz"

This shows that youre paying more than lip service to
the anti-racism movement

“I can't wait for things to calm down and get
back to normal."

“Irealize my discomfort is a fraction of what
This says that your comfort is more important youre feeling”
than the message of antiracism.

Acknowledge that while you might feel unsettled
right now, Adeshola says Black people are
“exhausted, mentally rained, frustrated, stressed,

barelysleeping, scared and overwhelmed; feelings
which demand empathy and action,

Pro Inclusion Tip
To create unity in your group, talk about your organization's shared values. Use common
examplesofcooperation that everyone can relate to no matter their identity, like hospital

staffworking in unison to save a patient or sports teammates playing together to win the
game. We're all human, and we all want to feel like we are part of something greater than
ourselves.



Building Belonging
Belonging means being part of a group, sharing with others and feeling secure enough to be
who you really are. No matter where we come from, we all want to belong. It's human nature
and one thing we have in common.

When employeesfeel they belong, performance and retention increase. When they feel they
don't belong, their work can suffer. And if enough people feel the same, the entire company can
suffer.

—Howto Build Belonging se—

CR IN om
Recognize Value everyone's Communicate

presse contributions transparently

Have you heardof the term intersectionality?

Basically, its the way in which different forms of discrimination overlap. For
instance, a Black person who is alsoa member of the LGBTQ community, or a
Chinese-American who is disabled, face different and greater discrimination than

someone who carries one marginalized identity.

Pro Inclusion Tip
Someone's race or ethnicity isn't a taboo topic. Talk openly about it to appeal to people's
conscious values and challenge their unconscious biases. You cannot address racial injustice.
in the workplace if you do not acknowledge that different experiences exist for people. But be
aware thatifyou're goingto talk about race, identify everyone's race, including those who are
White. By identifying someone as Black or Latin, but not categorizing someone else as White,
you're saying that White is the normby which all other races are measured.



Establishing Equity
Equality is a noble goal. Equal treatment and access to opportunities help eachof us perform
our best within a shared set of parameters. But wereally need to be striving for equity, where
we focus on the equalityofthe outcome,notthe equalityofthe experience by taking individual
needs and skills into account.

Equality V1A
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AChallenge
So, what can you do about racism? Krishna Kuman of ISEC says to do this to combat it in your
organization:

J] Bea change agent by calling out microaggressions and other racist behavior when
You witness them.

Speak up to leadership about discriminatory policies and hiring practices, and ask
2| when changes will be made.

Pass the mic to those who are excluded and silenced, redirecting the conversation
3| using their names so their voices are heard.

In your workplace, you (yes, YOU) can be the person who takes action to ensure
everyone feels like they belong, a goal for every single individual at Raytheon
Technologies.



| |

Discussion Starter

Before you begin, tell everyone that the primary focus of this discussion is on
Solutions, not blame orshame.

1 [LY THT 1

While it is important to educate ourselves about our implicit biases and how they support
racism across the globe, itis vital and urgent to make a difference in our workplace and

communities. Let's go around the group and discuss this question:
“What actionable steps can you take to be an anti-racist?”

Do you feel equipped to become partof the solution? If not, will you commit to learning
more using some of the resources that follow?

How can we, as a group, support everyone else as they learn more about anti-racism?

What changes should our organization make within the month to support anti-racism?

What questions do you still have about racism?

Reflect
Examine yourself. Ifsome of the things you've heard or read today leave you feeling
uncomfortable, defensive or upset, ask yourself why, without casting blame. If your
answer is something like, “Because | don't judge anyone by their skin color. | appreciate
everyone no matter who they are,” then consider that you might not see them in any
particular way related to race, but society does. Focusing on your feelings instead of taking
action will hold everyone back from making lasting, vital change.
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Raytheon Technologies rales on employees to ind now soon and disrupt radon
Ways of hrking fo creat tho future and tay ahead of tho competition. Research shows
hat compas as moro imovative, make attr decisions and peor bate nancial
hen hey bing together peopl with erent viewpoint, experiences and backgrounds.

The botom ln: More inclusive workplaces ar bt for veryone.

GEO Grog Hayes recent signed the CE Acton for Dversy & Inclusion™ pledge, the
largest GEO-crivn business commitment to chance diversity and incision nthe
workgiace Hayos insnearly 2,000 GEO ofthwrk loading companies who have
commited to a specic sat of actions to:

1| Continue to cultivate workplaces that support open dialogue on complex, and
Sometimes ificut, conversations bout versity and incision,

2| implement and expand unconscious bias education.
3| snare bestknown—and unsuccessl—actions.
4| Greate and share strategic inclusion and diversity plans with their board of

rectors.
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‘conversation, answering questions and faciitating dialogue about the importance of
individual change and how it creates a culture of authentic inclusion and diversity at work,
‘and a more equal and just society overal.

Here are actions you can take:

— 7s raerersorome
We all contribute to our company cuiture. Make a commitment to foster an inclusive
workplace through your behavior by signing the | ACT ON pledge.

pledgetocheckmy bias, speak upforothers and showup foral

Iwill check my own biases and take meaningful action to understand and
mitigate them.
wil ntate meaningful, complex,andsometimes difficult conversations.
with myfrendsand colleagues.
Iwill ask myself, “Do my actions and words reflect the value of inclusion?”
will moveoutside my comfortzoneto earnabout theexperiencesand
perspectives of others.
Iwillshare myinsightsrelated towhat |havelearned.

Read this story about why one ofyourcolleagues signed the pledge.

Empathy and active listening are key to strengthening connections and understanding
new perspectives. Use this resource to help start a candid conversation with someone
you know.
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Stronger Together

Multimedia Library

Monten 2.209

Check utboks,moviesandmrs ecommendedbyyousFTX arate 0h you
exptyou inking and aspect

© Goline Aropaceleder hares aie and cxporancas wit sien
(RTXConnect)
Bick oop NodSongerWhi Alas Here'sHow YouGanBa
One (Refinery 29)

‘WeMustStep UpforBlack People Right Now —Here'sHow (Forbes)

© A Guide to How You Can Support Marginalized Communities (CNN)
© raceAhead Newsletter (Fortune)

© 21-Day Racial Equity Habit Building Challenge « (Debby Irving)

1619rjcTeNow YokTine)
© Maintaining Professionalism in the Age of Black Death Is... A Lot (Medium)

© 75 Things White People Can Do for Racial Justice (Medium)

‘Conversation Ground Rules (Catalyst.org)

> BeInclusive EveryDay (Catalyst.org)


